Getting started with years 9 and 10
digital technologies programmes

Karakia Timatanga
Kia hora te marino
Kia whakapapa pounamu te moana
Hei huarahi mā tātou
i te rāngi nei
Aroha atu aroha mai
Tātou i a tātou katoa
Hui ē! Tāiki ē!
Opening Karakia
May peace be widespread
May the sea be like greenstone
A pathway for us all this day
Let us show respect for each other
For one another
Bind us all together
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Webinar content outline

1. Curriculum structure: How DT fits within the
technology learning area
2. A rich programme of learning: Year 9 POs and
AOs that are applicable
3. A rich programme of learning: Year 10 POs and
AOs that are applicable

Learning area structure
● Three strands compulsory
shaping learning
experiences across all five
areas.
● The three strands are
described separately, but
are almost always
integrated.
● The three strands are
embedded in each of the
five technological areas.
● Technological areas
provide the context for the
learning.

Curriculum structure
Designing a coherent
programme of learning
● Preserving the integrity
of the three strands
● Authentic contexts for
learning
● Combining areas to
develop rich learning
experiences

Designing a school curriculum
● Three strands
● Related not isolated areas or learning experiences
● Coherence across the learning area to teach for
progression and maximise learning opportunities
● Programmes based on student interest, relevance,
and need – and staff passion and expertise
● Appropriate selection of learning objectives and
progress outcomes
● Not all Aos and POs will fit into every context and unit

Designing a school curriculum
Key questions to ask:
● What are we doing now?
● What do we need to add
or strengthen?
● Where are the links
between learning
experiences?
● Are we teaching for
progression and linking
across areas of
Technology for coherent
programme design?
● How are we scaffolding
for success and
progression?

What are achievement
objectives?
The achievement objectives set out
selected learning processes, knowledge,
and skills relative to eight levels of
learning. These desirable levels of
knowledge, understanding, and skills
represent progress towards broader
outcomes that ultimately amount to
deeper learning.
When designing and reviewing
curriculum, choose appropriate
achievement objectives to fit the learning
needs of students and the context.
Page 38-39, The New Zealand Curriculum

What are progress outcomes?
The progress outcomes describe the significant learning steps students take as
they develop their expertise.

The diagram shows the alignment between levels 1–5 of the curriculum and
the progress outcomes for computational thinking. The uneven spacing of the
progress outcomes reflects the different learning and time required for each
outcome
Progress outcomes 6–8 set out the learning expected for students engaging in
more intensive and specialised digital technologies programmes for NCEA 1, 2
and 3. For this reason, they are directly aligned with levels 6–8 of the
curriculum.

How do we use the achievement
objectives and progress outcomes?
AOs and indicators of progression along with POs
and exemplars describe the nature of learning at
a point in time relative to a curriculum level.
We can make judgements about where a student
may be in their learning and what the next steps
may be to move to the next level or towards the
next progress outcome.
These are not assessment tools or tasks but
support teaching for progression and making
judgements about what learning looks like and
what comes next in the learning progression.

Teaching and learning
Formative/summative
assessment
Judgement using
AO/PO indicators and
exemplars
Identifying next
learning steps

Key messages to ensure teaching
for progression
The three strands are compulsory in a
programme of learning – for example, year 9 and
again in year 10 (p.38-39 The New Zealand
Curriculum).
Achieve balance across units by selecting AOs and
POs relevant to the learning in that unit, within
and across progammes of learning.
Collaborate across the learning area (all five
technological areas) to ensure coverage and
coherence of AOs and POs.
Develop a plan across the learning area of
technology to develop local curriculum based on
The New Zealand Curriculum, ensuring engaging
and authentic learning experiences.

Years 9 and 10
● Start with thinking about
projects and contexts
that are engaging, and
then match to POs and/or
AOs.
● Are there links within
other areas of technology
or other areas of the
curriculum that can be
made?

Years 9 and 10
● Not every element of
the PO or every AO
within all three
strands needs to be
covered in every
project.
● Build knowledge and
skills across projects,
across contexts and
across years 9 and 10.

Year 9 programme contexts
Science & food
technology
Food preservation:
digital design and
layout tools to
create labelling for
packaging

Textiles
Creating an eTextiles
outcome: data
representation, systems,
electronics algorithms,
programming, designing a
developing a digital AND
materials outcome

Digital images
Designing and developing
sprites and animations: pixels,
data representation, file types,
ethical issues, combining
content for a digital outcome

Maths
Designing and developing
a maths game program:
algorithms, calculations,
angles, patterns

Computational Thinking
+
Science
DDDO
Designing a data collector

Te Reo Māori/Whānau groups
Designing and developing an
interactive eMural: electronics,
systems, file types

for a rocket: electronics,
systems, data
representation, data
collection, data analysis

Year 9 programme contexts
Science & food
technology
Food Preservation:
technological products,
properties of materials

Textiles
Creating an eTextiles
outcome: technological
systems, technological
modelling, properties of
materials, outcome
development and
evaluation, nature of
technology

Digital images
Designing and developing sprites
and animations:outcome
development and evaluation

Technological Practice
+
Nature of Technology
+
Technological Knowledge

Te Reo Māori/Whānau groups
Designing and developing an
interactive eMural: technological
systems, characteristics of
technology

Maths
Designing and developing a
maths game program: brief
development, outcome
development and evaluation

Science
Designing a data
collector for a rocket:
technological
systems,
technological
modelling, properties
of materials

Other ideas for rich contexts
●
●
●
●
●

Robotics
Jewellery design
Interactive stories – where do we come from?
Stop motion videos
Barcodes – Spreadsheets and maths (and CT)

Year 10 programme context:
Container mall
●

●

●

Using the context of a container
mall shop, students design and
develop their own business
logo; signage and promotional
materials; store layout and
design, including LED lighting.
The course involves digital
media design, spatial design,
architectural design and
product design.
During the development of
these designs, students will gain
knowledge of a variety of skills
with digital media design tools
and drawing skills.

Year 10 programme context:
Container mall
Design and
communication
principles for web
Designing and developing
marketing for the shop
via a website:ile types,
ethical issues, combining
content for a digital
outcome, software tools
and techniques, design
principles
Electronics
Designing LED lighting
for the shop:
Systems and CT
programming

Design principles for print and print
layout skills
Designing and developing a poster: file
types, ethical issues, combining
content for a digital outcome, design
principles, software tools and
techniques
Vector graphics and print
layout skills
Designing and developing a
logo and business card design:
Designing and developing a
poster: file types, ethical issues,
combining content for a digital
outcome, software tools and
techniques, design principles,
development of design ideas
through graphic practice

DDDO
+
DVC

Shop layout
Designing the layout of the shop in 2D and
3D: Freehand sketching, scale, proportion,
development of design ideas through
graphics practice. software tools and
techniques

Year 10 programme context:
Container mall
Design and
communication
principles for web
Designing and developing
marketing for the shop
via a website: outcome
development and
evaluation
Electronics
Designing LED lighting
for the shop:
Technological systems

Design principles for print and print
layout skills
Designing and developing a poster:
technological modelling, outcome
development and evaluation

TP, TK
+
NoT

Vector graphics and print
layout skills
Designing and developing a
logo and business card design:
brief development, outcome
development and evaluation,
technological modelling

Shop layout
Designing the layout of the shop in 2D and 3D:
Technological modelling, brief development,
planning for practice

Year 10 programme context: Mobile
app development
Students work in teams to design and develop a mobile app (using
Thunkable-X)
CT Progress outcome 5
In authentic contexts and taking account of end-users, students
independently decompose problems into algorithms. They use these
algorithms to create programs with inputs, outputs, sequence, selection using
comparative and logical operators and variables of different data types, and
iteration. They determine when to use different types of control structures.
● Students document their programs, using an organised approach for
testing and debugging.
● They develop programs considering human-computer interaction (HCI)
heuristics.

Year 10 programme context: Hilda’s
Hub
●
●

Students work in teams to develop a news item for Hilda’s Hub
Cross-curricular unit with English

DDDO Progress outcome 3
In authentic contexts, students follow a defined process to design, develop,
store, test and evaluate digital content to address given contexts or issues,
taking into account immediate social, ethical and end-user considerations.
They identify the key features of selected software and choose the most
appropriate software and file types to develop and combine digital content.

Technology Online resources
● Technology in the NZC
● Digital technologies curriculum support
● Professional support
● Webinar recordings

Technology
Online
newsletter
● See the Technology
Online newsletter
here

Karakia Whakamutunga
Ka whakairia te tapu
Kia watea ai te ara
Kia tūruki whakataha ai
Kia tūruki whakataha ai
Hui e Tāiki e
Restrictions are moved aside
So the pathway is clear
To return to everyday activities
Enriched and unified

